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Abstract 
Mobile Augmented Reality is most commonly 
implemented using a camera and a flat screen. Such 
implementation removes binocular disparity from users’ 
observation. To compensate, people use alternative 
depth cues (e.g. depth ordering). However, these cues 
may also get distorted in certain AR implementations, 
creating depth distortion which is problematic in 
situations where precise hand interaction within AR 
workspace is required such as when transcribing 
augmented instructions to physical objects (e.g. virtual 
tracing — creating a physical sketch on a 2D or 3D 
object given a virtual image on a mobile device). In this 
paper we explore how depth distortion affects 3D 
virtual tracing by implementing a first of its kind 3D 
virtual tracing prototype and run an observational 
study. Drawing performance exceeded our expectations 
suggesting that the lack of visual depth cues, whilst 
holding the object in hand, is not as problematic as 
initially predicted. However, when placing the object on 
the stand and drawing with only one hand (the other is 
used for holding the phone) their performance 
drastically decreased.  
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Figure 1: Virtual tracing on 
an egg.	
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Introduction 
Mobile Augmented Reality (AR) is most commonly 
implemented using one camera and a flat screen – e.g. 
on a tablet or a smartphone. Although, viewing a three 
dimensional world on such devices removes binocular 
disparity from user’s observations. To compensate, 
people use alternative depth cues (e.g. motion parallax, 
depth ordering, etc.). However, when implementing AR 
systems these cues may get distorted and may result in 
depth distortion – difficulty of perceiving spatial 
relationships between real and virtual objects in the 
observed AR scene. As such, the depth distortion is 
considered one of the most common perceptual 
problems of AR [14]. 

One example of an AR system where depth distortion is 
problematic are x-ray visualizations where users 
attempt to visualize virtual objects that are positioned 
behind the real world objects. Cases include AR 
supported maintenance tasks and AR technical manuals 
for which precise depth perception is vital [20]. Another 
important instance are dynamic AR workspaces where 
augmented instructions need to be transcribed to 
physical objects and require precise hand and/or tool 
interaction within AR workspace. The potential uses of 
such AR applications are vast and include: (i) remote 
expert assistance where expert guides user’s actions by 
remotely augmenting a physical object (e.g. AR 
supported maintenance and first aid), (ii) AR assisted 
sculpting or modelling where augmented instructions 
guide users in shaping models from clay like materials, 
and (iii) virtual tracing (Figure 1) where the user 

attempts to sketch the observed virtual contour framed 
on a 2D surface (e.g. as in [5]) or a 3D object (e.g. 
pottery).  

In all of the above cases, when the users’ hands and 
augmented content are introduced to the AR scene, the 
rendering of augmented content with the correct depth 
order becomes very difficult, as it requires real time 
scene reconstruction. While the problem of depth 
distortion is expected to be notable in the case of 
transcribing augmented instructions to a 2D surface, 
such as paper (where users’ hands are navigating on a 
2D plane), it is our belief that the problem only 
exuberates when transcribing information to a 3D 
objects (where user’s hands are navigating on a 3D 
surface).  

It is thus worthwhile investigating the depth perception 
problem in the context of transcribing augmented 
instructions to physical objects in detail. Particularly, 
due to the number of aforementioned examples with 
large community bases (e.g. crafting communities) 
where AR could provide benefits. Based on the Google 
image search for “pottery painting” or “Easter egg 
painting” a large number of people are interested in 
such activities. Virtual tracing could support expert 
users with complex contours and improve drawing 
abilities of novice users. Therefore, we decided to 
explore the issue of depth perception on a case of 
virtual tracing interaction on 3D objects. For this 
purpose, we built a 3D virtual tracing prototype. The 
main contribution of this paper is a feasibility study for 
a 3D virtual tracing prototype. The study demonstrated 
drawing performance, which exceeded our 
expectations, suggesting that the lack of visual depth 
cues is not as problematic as initially expected. 

 

Figure 2: Setup A – participants 
sit at the table and hold the 
Easter egg in hand whilst the 
mobile device is fixed on a stand. 

 

 

Figure 3: Setup B – participants 
sit at the table holding a mobile 
device in hand while Easter egg is 
placed on an egg stand. 
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However, it is still an issue before the pen touches the 
object being drawn on, and it is particularly noticeable 
when object being drawn on is not held in hand. 

Related work 
Perception of depth 
A large body of research has focused on head-mounted 
displays in the area of depth perception for AR [8, 22, 
15, 12]. Contrary to mobile devices, such systems are 
not readily available to consumers, thus mobile AR is 
currently the platform of choice for consumer oriented 
AR applications. Even on mobile devices the depth 
perception problem has already been identified [6, 7]. 
To solve this problem, alternative depth cues have been 
studied such as motion-parallax [11, 1] and object 
depth ordering [14]. Nevertheless, when mixing AR and 
moving physical objects the depth ordering may get 
distorted, and when the observed scene (through a 
mobile device screen) is in close proximity to the 
observer (0-2m), these alternatives are not accurate 
enough and binocular disparity still provides the most 
accurate depth judgment [4]. 

In order to reintroduce binocular disparity to mobile AR 
researchers utilized stereoscopic display technology and 
dual camera capture [13, 16, 23]. The results are 
promising; however, devices with such abilities are not 
readily available even though they were introduced to 
the mass market in 2011 (e.g. Nintendo 3DS1, HTC 
EVO 3D mobile device). Additionally, 3D displays 
technology on mobile devices mainly utilize parallax-
barrier technology which limits observer’s point-of-view 
(POV) to small angle and distance variations [6].  

Augmented Reality Sketching 
Virtual tracing is an alternative to traditional methods 

for supporting sketching such as (i) the template 
approach incorporating a transparent drawing surface 
(e.g. tracing paper on top of the desired contour) or a 
stencil cut (e.g. following the defined contour lines of a 
shape), or (ii) carbon paper placed under the image 
and on-top of the drawing surface such that when the 
users exerts pressure on the image it is transferred to 
underlying surface. 

Compared with traditional methods, virtual tracing has 
a clear advantage in that it does not require the 
physical production of sketching aids. Producing such 
aids can pose a difficult task when one desires to draw 
on large 2D formats (e.g. wall paintings) or when one 
desires to trace draw on 3D objects (e.g. pottery, 
Easter eggs, etc.). In the case of virtual tracing, the 
drawing size is only limited by camera’s pose tracking 
capabilities, and its ability to reconstruct a 3D world. 

The magic lens paradigm has proved popular for 
supporting virtual sketching [9, 21, 17, 23] where the 
lens acts as a transparent glass plane revealing an 
augmented scene behind the pane [3]. However, its 
research predominately focused on complementing 
physical sketches and not on supporting in-situ 
sketching through virtual tracing. The main challenge 
for this and other sketching tasks is to provide accurate 
and robust pose tracking without disrupting the 
sketching process. 

An alternative to camera pose tracking is to remove the 
need for it by placing the device and target object at a 
fixed position, as in the case of a virtual mirror or 
camera sketcher. Both are seen as inappropriate for 3D 
virtual tracing as they prevent users to move and 
rotate the object to a position that would be best suited 

 

Figure 4: A a printed marker 
was rolled up and placed inside 
the cup. This simple approach 
works as long as the walls of the 
cup are cylindrical in shape. 
Markings are a result of drawing 
“blocks” virtual contour (see 
Figure 6). 

 

Figure 5: A printed marker was 
wrapped around cylindrically 
shaped object and glued on top 
of the egg. Markings on the egg 
are a result of drawing “animal” 
virtual contour (see Figure 7).  
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for drawing (due to the change in geometry, as this 
position continuously changes). Additionally, the virtual 
mirror captures the back side of the object which is not 
easily accessible with a pen. 

In our previous work on virtual tracing we focused at 
mitigating the effect of camera pose tracking on a 2D 
virtual tracing experience by implementing a dual 
camera magic lens where the front-facing camera was 
used for pose tracking and the back facing camera for 
augmentation. Observational user evaluation showed 
that virtual tracing on 2D objects is possible and that 
the dual camera approach can significantly contribute 
to the user experience [5].   

To our knowledge, there has been no research done on 
the 3D virtual tracing and depth perception problem. In 
this paper we present the first AR prototype for virtual 
tracing on 3D objects and present an observational 
study of its feasibility. 

3D Virtual Tracing Prototype design 
rationale 
The prototype presented is designed to support 
physical sketches on 3D objects using virtual tracing 
(see Figure 1). The core challenge of implementing this 
prototype was camera pose tracking. Geometry and 
feature based tracking [19, 10] of the object are not 
possible in virtual tracing due to hand interaction, 
which constantly occludes the object being tracked. 

Another possibility is to use the marker. In our 2D 
study, the results showed that sketching is easier when 
user does not have a possibility to occlude the marker, 
hence we used both the front-facing camera for 
tracking the marker placed above the user and the 

back-facing camera for rendering the virtual contour 
[5]. To overcome the complexity of pose tracking 3D 
objects we decided on cylindrical markers placed on top 
of selected objects so users will not be able to occlude 
them. To achieve this, we limited ourselves to small 3D 
objects (such as coffee cups and Easter eggs) in order 
to keep both the object and the marker in camera’s 
field of view when sketching (see Figure 4 and 5). 

In the case of the teacup, marker placement is easily 
achieved. The user only needs to roll up the printed 
target and place it into the teacup as seen in Figure 4 
(assuming that the cup is of cylindrical shape). In the 
case of the Easter egg the printed target needs to be 
wrapped around arbitrary cylindrical item and attached 
on the egg using a suction device or mild adhesive as 
seen in Figure 5. 

Observational study 
Observational evaluation of the prototype was 
conducted in an informal setting. We invited 3 
participants from our computer science department to 
use the prototype and produce a 3D graffiti contour 
(see Figure 6) on a teacup and a cartoon character (see 
Figure 7) on an Easter egg. During initial 
experimentation with the prototype we realised that 
immediate creation of the final product whilst looking 
through the phone’s camera is difficult. Thus, we 
decided to split the drawing process for this 
observational study into two steps – sketching with 
pencil first and painting with permanent markers 
afterwards – in order to improve drawing performance. 

The pottery painting is performed either on a pottery 
placed on a stand (e.g. a rotary stand for round objects 
or a canvas like stand for plates) or by holding pottery 

 

Figure 6: Example of cup 
drawing content trailed on the 
study.1 

 

Figure 7: Example of Easter egg 
drawing content trailed on the 
study.2 

 

1 Image Courtesy of 
CharManDeer at 
http://charmanderrumble.wikia.c
om/wiki/File:004_Charmander_O
S1.png 
 
2 Image courtesy of Toby at 
http://www.tandhblog.co.uk/201
3/09/how-to-add-3d-blocks-to-
your-graffiti-designs/ 
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in one hand. These two setups are also very likely to 
occur in aforementioned cases of transcribing 
augmented instructions to physical objects (remote 
expert assistance, assisted sculpting or modelling) and 
other similar activities, because it is not always possible 
to hold the object in one hand and draw with the other 
(e.g. because of object size, setup, accidental smear of 
wet paint, and availability of the other hand for 
interaction). For these reasons, we decided to try two 
setups. In setup A participants sat at the table and held 
the object in hand whilst the mobile device was fixed on 
a stand — either mounted on the edge of the desk (see 
video) or placed on the table (Figure 2). After 
completing both designs (egg and teacup) in setup A, 
participants were asked to repeat the same using setup 
B where participants held the mobile device in hand 
whilst the object was placed on the stand (Figure 3).  

In setup A all participants successfully completed both 
designs within 5 minutes we set as maximum time limit 
for completing the task. They were also satisfied with 
their results (Figure 4 and 5) and expressed the wish to 
use the system in the future. The two stage drawing — 
the sketch planning stage (drawing with a graphite 2B 
pencil) and the finalizing stage (drawing with 
permanent colours) — was also welcomed. During the 
finalizing stage, the participants checked their drawing 
against the virtual contour even though they already 
had the sketch on the object. When asked what the 
most difficult part of the task in setup A was, the 
participants mentioned the slippery surface of the 
teacup and the difficulty of drawing on curved surface. 

In setup B, participants highlighted a problem when the 
contact with surface was lost (pencil moved away) and 
they needed to land the pencil on the object surface 

again. This was also observed by researchers when 
participants had more difficulties landing the pencil on 
the surface in setup B than in setup A. Even in the 
latter, users needed some initial adjustment to the 
system to continue drawing normally. However, in the 
former adjusting took longer and each time the contact 
with the surface was lost the problem was 
reintroduced. 

Discussion & conclusion  
Our hypothesis that the depth perception problem 
would significantly affect virtual sketching on 3D 
objects has arisen from previous studies. During a 2D 
virtual tracing session we observed users experiencing 
some depth perception problem while sketching on a 
2D plane [5]; although, we have not reported it in the 
paper since users have still been able to complete all 
the sketching tasks successfully and just needed some 
initial adjustment. Thus, the aim of the observational 
feasibility study presented in this paper was to find out 
how problematic the depth distortion really is when 
drawing on 3D objects. 

The results of the drawing sessions with participants 
have proved more positive than expected in setup A 
(holding the object in hand). Despite our expectations, 
when users used both hands (one for holding the object 
and the other for drawing) they managed to finish the 
contours without significant problems, which was not 
the case when only one hand was in use (see Figure 3). 

There are several possible reasons why this was the 
case. One potential reason for this was reducing the 
depth perception problem by proprioception sense in 
case of holding the object in hand. Among other things, 
proprioception helps one understand the relative 

 

Figure 8: From visual depth cues 
on top image it is not possible to 
understand if the pencil has 
touched the surface or how far 
away it is from it. After 
introducing natural shadows by 
turning on LED light mounted on 
a pencil, it becomes obvious that 
the pencil hovers above the 
surface. When pencil comes 
closer to the surface the distance 
between the pencil tip and its 
shadow becomes shorter. 
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position of neighbouring body parts to each other [18]. 
Our brain compensates for visual information of 
incorrect depth ordering and binocular disparity with 
the input from proprioception, which provides sensory 
input about where one hand (and its fingers) is 
positioned in relation to the other hand (and its fingers) 
and can improve depth perception.  

Besides depth perception problem, other factors could 
have influenced the drawing performance. For example, 
the haptic feedback and affordances of the object held 
in one hand as well as haptic feedback of the pressure 
of the pen touching the surface of the object (which is 
felt by both hands) could have assisted users in 
sketching. In the condition when users had to hold a 
phone in one hand while trying to draw on an object 
with the other hand the haptic feedback of the pressure 
of the pen pressed on the object was not as strong or 
effective and affordances of the object were lost. 
Holding the phone in one hand while focusing on the 
drawing on another object could have also contributed 
to performance drop. Moreover, fixing the object in 
place limited users’ options of optimal positioning 
forcing them to draw in uncomfortable poses.  

However, the role of depth perception might have been 
limited once the pencil has landed on the object 
because sketching (as done in our study) required 
small movements and did not require drastic changes 
possibly affecting depth perception. How important 
depth is for both of study conditions remains to be 
answered in future studies. To better understand the 
role of depth perception and the role of holding the 
object or phone in hand while drawing or transcribing 
augmented instructions to physical objects we plan to 
run three future studies. For understanding the role of 

holding the object on tracing we plan to study real 
tracing on 3D objects whilst holding the object in hand 
or not; for understanding the role of holding the phone 
on virtual tracing we plan to compare setups of holding 
a phone or having it on a stand (in both cases not 
holding the object). In the third study we plan to 
explore depth perception and how natural depth cues 
such as natural shadows shown in Figure 8 could be 
used to improve depth perception — even if just in the 
initial phase of landing the pen on the object. We 
already built a “natural shadow” prototype (see Figure 
9) after observing problems of depth distortion with 
one hand interaction in the context of 3D virtual 
tracing. When the pencil tip comes closer to the surface 
of the object, the distance between the tip and its 
shadow produced by LED mounted on the pencil 
shortens. It thus provides precise real-time feedback to 
the user about the distance from object (see Figure 8). 
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Figure 9: Pencil with LED light. 
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